
Franchisee  Success  Series:  Luke  Wood  –
Birmingham, AL

Luke Wood Uses Every Door Direct Mail to Spark Rapid Success
as Our Town America’s Birmingham, AL-Based Franchise Owner
There are certain signs in our life that prompt us to act and chart a new path. Luke
Wood’s path to owning his Our Town America franchisee in hindsight, seems like a
no brainer. “I pursued becoming an entrepreneur when I knew I was going to be let
go,” said Wood, the owner of the Our Town America franchise in Birmingham,
Alabama.

Wood is thriving with Our Town America, the nation’s fastest growing New Mover
Marketing franchise, and is not looking back on his previous experiences (check
him out on local TV here). However, it’s his past that is fueling his successful run
helping  introduce  new  Birmingham  residents  to  a  variety  of  reputable  and
convenient businesses that can result in long-term relationships.

Those previous experiences include a couple of sales based gigs, including working
as an inside sales  representative for  a  company that  sold  raw materials  that
produced signage. “I wasn’t happy there,” says Wood. “I knew what I wanted out of
life and that job certainly wasn’t it.” With the writing on the wall, Wood knew he
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needed  something  to  pay  the  bills.  Instead  of  filling  out  another  employment
application,  Wood  determined  it  was  time  to  strike  out  on  his  own.

With words of wisdom from his mother and his father (an entrepreneur himself),
Wood determined Our Town of America was a perfect match. “It truly sounded like
a great idea,” Says. Wood. “There was low overhead, no real estate involved, and
Our Town America’s business model aligned perfectly with my principles.” Those
principles include being self-motivated, disciplined and willing to put in the work to
create a successful environment.

Two-and-a-half years into his venture, Wood is cruising along. He’s targeting a 60%
increase in monthly gross sales. One concept Wood is utilizing to reach that target
is Every Door Direct Mail® (EDDM). Wood said he toyed with the EDDM concept
when he first opened his franchise and says it’s been an excellent addition to Our
Town America’s core New Mover Marketing program. He says a key to taking
advantage of EDDM is great customer service and having a good relationship with
the decision maker. “EDDM customers usually aren’t as price conscious and like

that they will see results up front.”

Wood isn’t shy about why he is in business for himself. He wants to make money.
And he says Our Town America is the vehicle that is driving him to his destination.
“I would like for my investment accounts to increase drastically, so in two years I
would like to have at least two more streams of income,” says Wood. And he knows
that he only gets out what he puts in.

Right  now,  he  doesn’t  have  any  employees,  and  there  are  no  plans  in  the
immediate future to bring anyone else onboard. His success lies squarely on his
shoulders and he accepts that. “The first two years were tough, mostly because of
myself,” he says. “There were challenges, but I was forced to look in the mirror and
change the way I was approaching this business. I have greatly improved my time
management skills, allowing me to grow and prosper.”
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Wood wouldn’t hesitate to go into business for himself again if he were to do it all
over. And he says those considering making the move should do so as well. “Go for
it or you’ll never make the kind of money you’re capable of and you’ll always be
dependent on the whims of others.”

Do you want to realize your own business ownership dreams, like Luke Wood?  
Does the Our Town America franchise opportunity sound like it could be for you?   If
so, learn more at https://www.ourtownamerica.com/franchise-us/.
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